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Hats Trimmed/While You Wait

Don’t forget the Hallo»«

Florence Day and friend Hei
•e spent the week-end with b
Mrs. August Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Labelle

day and Monday in Sanford.

A dance was held at Alewii

Hall Friday evening and a ven

DAYS MILLS

C. C. Day and son are busy

ing this week.

WM. J. STORE
INSURANCE
Fidelity Phoenix Fireins. Cr
American Central Ins. Co. |
Detroit Fire and Marine Inat.
Wella. Mutual Fire Ins.Co. :

• ME. I

WELLS

L. A. WeiM
LICENSED EMBALMER
and Furnishing Underfill

Post Road

FATAL AUTO ACCIDENT
AT LONG BEACH SUNDAY

WE should be pleas
ed to show you
our large line of mil Stanley Steamer Driven by Ä. F. Jacquemin of this Town
Strikes John O’Donnell, a Summer Resident, Who
linery whether you
Dies an Hour Afterwards
care to purchase or
not. Out - of - town CORONER'S JÜRY VERDICT NOT YET MADE PUBLIC
customers are cor The worst and most regretable auto- dent and had Mr. O’Donnell taken to
mobile accident of the season occurred ^is home. Mr. Jacquemin surrendered
dially welcomed.
himself to the constable, Grant Duff,

»alili

FLORIDA!
Lake Worth, South EastCcs

IDEAL U1NTER M
At Moderate Cost. ,

Truck and Fruit hi
Benj. Watson
Kennebunk Beach.

■

fc

Having decided on going to Fiorii
jffer for sale small hotel and stores
poultry, V'ga .able and small fruitfc
it Kennebunk Beach.

D. LIVINGSTONE MW
Physician and Surgeon
Special attention given to illfe

>f the lungs.

OFFICE IN ODD FELLOWS HUHTelephone connection.

Night oi>

iromptly answered.

pO trade with us it n®
to save your money. n
Io all kinds of plaiting
lemstitchings and butte
overings.

liddeford Itiii
Store

J

223 Main Street

T.L. Evans & Co
Biddeford Me.

T. L. Evans & Co

WAIT FOR THE BEST

Grand Thanksgiving Eve

IX) west Rates on

CONCERT & BALL
November 25

1914

Portland Band Orchestra of 10 pieces,'W

RANK O. MARIN!*

in terprising p*
le read THE EN’,

ERPRISE.

Mr. Brown Makes a Business
Trip to Biddeford

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

ADDITIONAL
CAR SERVICE

Alewive, Me., Nov, 2, 1914
Dear Enterprise;—
Received the cards O. K. and think Board of Trade Committee
they are fine.
Secures 9.40 Car for Sat
I went over to Biddeford the other
urday Nights
day to see Cleaves, Waterhouse & Em
ery about collecting a bill from a man
to whom I sold a car load of pumpkins
MEETING MONDAY NIGHT
last fall but couldn’t find any of the
firm in. The office boy told me he
thought that Ben had gone to tell a
The Regular monthly meeting of the
friend of his new appointment as chair Board of Trade was held at Mousam
Sunday afternoon at Long Beach when
man of the Public Utilities Commission, Opera House. Monday evening, Presi
I but was not held at the time as it was
John O’Donnell, a summer resident of j expected Mr. O’Donnell would recover. that George was in such a hurry to move dent A. W. Meserve presiding.
----- o----to Biddeford in order to qualify for
After Secretary Barrett had read the
that place met his death.
Later when Mr. O’Donnell died at about
municipal judge that he forgot to bring minutes of the last meeting a report
&Mr. O’Donnell was walking along 6 o’clock the authorities of Wells were
his toothbrush over from Saco and had was asked for from the transportation
Long Beach in the direction of York notified and Mr. Jacquemin placed under
gone after it, and that Homer must be committee which was delegated^-at the
arrest there.
Beach when the accident took place.
out buying playthings for the baby; to October meeting to investigate the mat
Mr. O’Donnell had been a summer
A Stanley steamer, owned and driven
last while he will be in Augusta this ters of a later car than the 8:40 to Wesl
by A. F. Jacquemin of this place con resident at Long Beach for the past 25
BIDDEFORD taining besides the driver Mr. and Mrs. years. He was in the drug business in winter. The boy told me I might come Kennebunk and the opening of the
Main St
in; and wait if I cared to so I availed American Express company’s offices for
Arthur C. Shaw, also of Kennebunk, Roxbury 15 years ago and later moved
myself of the opportunity of a short the entire day instead of varying periods
who had gone to York Beach for an to Melrose, Mass. At one time he
rest finding ahead of me a gentleman as at present. Walter K. Sanborn
outing on the return trip going to York was reputed to be wealthy. Eight
from West Kennebunk who had come speaking for the committee stated that
Village to take in water. After leaving years ago he retired from business.
York'Village a car containing Mr. and He was a Knight Templar and a mem to see about getting a few more state he had had a consultation with Mr. Mcjobs before the Democrats go into power Cray of the A. S. L. Ry. who said that
Mrs. Herbert Lunge, Harold Webber ber of Melrose Lodge of Elks and had
in January. I introduced myself by at the time the winter schedule was
and Misc Myrtle Lowell, going at a slow many friends.
He leaves two dau
DEPARTMENT STORE
rate of speed was passed just before the ghters, one of whom was at Long Beach handing him one of my new cards and made up several of the business men
sharp enrve at Long Beach was reached. with him and the other has been sum asked if he wanted to subscribe to the had expressed the opinion to him that a
While rounding the curve it is alleged moned from her home in Mdlrose. Mr. Enterprise. “Yes,” he said “but not car at 8:40 would be all right and the
that
the machine skidded diverting the Jacquemin has been employed as a ma today.” “When?” I enquired. “Well,” winter service schedule was made up
245=247-251 Main St
attention of all the occupants to the chinist in the Leatherboard factory here replied the W. K. politician, “I’ve only accordingly. Mr. McCray promised to
got about 18 different state, federal put on a car at 9:40 for Saturday nights
danger of going over the high em for several years.
SALE OF PERFECTION bankment and Mr. O’Donnell, who was Coroner Marshall of York Corner held and private jobs and as I haye a large to run from the Town House to the
walking in the road was not seen until an inquest today at Hotel Hiawatha, family feel that I should have a few village, and to West Kennebunk when
OIL HEATERS
after he had been struck. He was Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lunge, Mr. and more in order to properly support them the occasion demanded, service to start
let-alone take your paper. Any one of next Saturday.
$2.98 thrown up onto the hood and carried Mrs. Arthur C. Shaw and Harold Web my positions doesn’t pay over $800 a More time was asked for and granted
$3.50 Heater
some few feet before the machine was ber being called as witnesses. Upto
4.00 Heater
3-50 stopped.
the hour of going to press no verdict year and I own only about half a dozen on the express office matter.
The president read a communication
houses—” “Too bad Teddy doesn’t
4.00
4.50 Heater
Mr. Lunge’s car was driven to the had been rendered.
from the committee in charge of the
5.00 Heater
4-50 residence of Fred A Ellis, York Beach, The many local friends of Mr. Jacque know about you” I replied in my most Community Efficiency Conference to be
sympathetic tone, cultivated after years
5.25 Heater
4 75 and inquiry made as to where a physi min regret his part in the affair very of selling my famous silver polish to the held in Augusta, Nov. 13, 14 and 15 un
cian
could
be
found.
It
happened
that
much,he
having
the
reputation
of
being
5.00
6.00 Heaters
a physician was at the Ellis home, <jnd one of the most careful drivers in this poor summer residents of Kennebunk der the auspices of the Laymen’s Christ
Beach, Bar Harbor and Ogunquit, “I ian Federation of Maine which invred
he was hurried to the scene of the acci- vicinty.
am sure he would give you an autograph the Board to send a delegate to its sesphoto of himself.” “Yes,” he contin sons. This conference is to hear reports
ued “it might help out. I have only from various delegations that have been
Halloween Party
Happily SurprisedSALE
OF
CLOTHES
about 18 different federal, state and—” investigating general conditions in the
REEL
The. Pythian Sisters with invited
A party from Ivy Temple, Pythian ‘ ‘Let up, ’ ’ I burst in, ‘ ‘this is no poor rural sections especially as to needs of
guests enjoyed their annual Halloween JSistejss,„.with invited friends tendered debtor’s disclosure. I wanted to sell thosexommunitie.sjna social and econo
' For Out’Door Usé
party at Pythian Hall, Tuesday evening, Mr. and Mrs. George Spencer a sur you the Kennebunk Enterprise.” “Is mic sense and suggestions will be made
about 130 being present.
prise party at their home on Brown it for sale?” he erqu ired. “It is, for on any or every matter pertaining to the
$2.50 Size
$2.19
A pleasing entertainment Was given. street, Monday evening the occasion one dollar a year,. cash in advance,” I general uplift of such communities.
3.00 Size
2.50 Miss Olive Stevens sang three' solos,
being the 25 th anniversary of their replied, “but it makes me feel bad when Some doubt was expressed as to the
Mrs. Lillian- Hawley and daughter, marriage. The party met at Mrs. I think of how hard up you must be and feasibility of sending such a delegate
Persis, contributed a vocal duet and a Jackson’s tea store and proceeded in a perhaps we can arrange to send it to and the nature of the conference was
considered as being germain to the
mandolin orchestra made up of Ed body to the house where Mrs. Tomlin you for nothing. ’ ’
It would have done you good to see î Board of Trade principles.
SALE OF ASH CANS
Lahar, Billy Gordon, Maurice Costel- son, a supper guest, had been delega
C. F. Hosmer spoke earnestly in favor
low and Clarence Savage rendered ted to keep both Mr. and Mrs. Spencer the look of gratitude on that fellows
face and he gave me a look that as of the Board being represented there as
Si.00 several selections. The musical num . at home. Her task was not an easy sures his friendship to me for life.
$1.50 Can with cover
the personnelt>f the meeting is fairly
bers were all of a high order and were one she being repeatedly urged to ac
1.50 much appreciated.
2.00 Can without cover
company them to the theatre. The ar None of the firm returning we started representative of the State and ideas of
2.50 Can without cover .2.00
An amusing feature of-the evening rival of the party proved a real surprise a little conversation on newspapers and definite value to this or any other com
was an apple bobbing contest with two and a very pleasant evening was spent especially those published in New Eng munity will be brought out. After a
land. He said that he read somewhere short discussion Mr. Hosmer was select
boys and two girls as participants. The by all.
Ed Lahar and Billy Gordon contribu the Boston American secured a part of ed as delegate to go at his own expense.
efforts of the little ones, wEh tied
SALE OF WASH BOILERS hands, to bite into the apples* which ted largely to the evening’s enjoyment of its advertising patronage through H. C. Hume said that Kennebunk
were suspended from the ceiling *_on their jokes, songs and stories being intimidation of the advertiser and was one of the very few towns in the
$1.00 All Tin Boiler
$ -75
wanted to know if I believed it. “Well,” State that didn’t charge a license fee
strings caused much merriment. Mrs. much appreciated. .
1.25 No-. 8 Copper Bottom ••25 Frank Towne, as the witch fortune Miss Sadie Clark, Most Excellent I said, “they are all the time telling for public street vendors and suggested
1.50 No. 9 Copper Bottom
teller, assured a happy and prosperous Chief of the Sisterhood presented Mrs. stories like that and it might be so. It that an article be inserted in the warrant
Spencer with a handsome fruit dish, is pretty hard to tell what a Boston for the special town meeting, to be held
1.50 N0 8 Copper Bottom 1- 35 future to all comers.
making a neat little presentation speech paper will do and particularly the Am in the near future, to provide a license
A
cobweb
party
was
also
much
en

1.75 No. 9 Copper Bottom 1.50
to which Mrs. Spencer replied as well erican but I don’t believe any Kenne of $5 00 annually- for all such tradesmen.
joyed,
strings
with
prizes
on
the
ends
3.00 No. 8 All Copper
2.50
were run from various articles in the as the effects of her surprise would per bunk or York county paper would try to On motion of A. A. Richardson it was
3.50 No. 9 All Copper
2- 75 hall in a mystifying maze anyone who mit.
put over any but a straightforward, le voted to submit the matter to the select
Refreshments of ice cream, cake, gitimate advertising proposition. ” “It men for insertion in the warrant.
cared to being allowed to participate
U. A. Caine brought up the matter
■ and keep whatever prize fell to their fancy cookies and candy were served. don’t seem so,” he replied, “and be
sides as I understand it blackmail is a suggested a few weeks ago in this paper
Those present were: —
lot as a reward for persistency and
sale of covered
crime. A Maine paper that tried a in regard to the flooding of the play
Mrs. Bessie Shepard
patience.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Lahar
ROASTERS
stunt like that would have to shut up ground for skating rink purposes in the
The hall decorations were of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. Nason
shop in a week after it became generally winter time and made enquiries as to the
usual Halloween sort pumpkins, corn
Mr. and Mrs. George Tomlinson
stalks and lanterns being used in pro
praticability of the same. A short dis
known.
Gray Enameled with Inside Pan fusion. A real “witch” was stationed Miss Theo Shepard
After talking awhile I told him I was cussion ensued relative to probable dam
Miss
Mary C ark
at both the head and foot of the stairs
$2.00 Size
$1.49
Miss Sadie Clark
going out to do a little shopping and age to the ground and need of such a
and six little girls in witch costume
Mrs. Josie Shaw
invited him to come along. We went place. The fact that it would be a good
2.25 Size
i./S acted as ushers. After the entertain Mrs.
Mabel Hamilton
down to the stores and made a few pur thing for the younger people, expressed
ment an old fashioned supper was ser
Mrs. Alva Patterson
chases the conversation working around
ved in the lower hall. Waitresses in
Mrs. Mabel Huff
in the meantime to the question of buy by Mr. Hosmer, was not disputed but
witch costume provided all with baked
Mrs. Emma Tomlinson
ing everything at home. “Now I’ve nothing was done.
beans, pumpkin pies, etc.
Miss Cordelia Titcomb
got only 18 different state, federal and
W. H. Littlefield thought that a log
Following the supper the floor was
Miss Lena Sawyer
private jobs and have a large—” “Skip
cleared and dancing enjoyed until a
drag should de run over Summer street
Mrs. Abbie Towne
the
sad
details.
I
11
lend
you
a
fivelate hour.
Mrs, Belle Mitchell
to level thé inequalities but Charles
spot if you are broke.”
Mrs. Flossie Watson
He accepted the same with tears in Shepard was opposed to any change in
Mrs. Louise Lombard
his eyes and after concluding our pur the topography of the road on the
Mrs. Elsie Mitchell
chases we went back to the office.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson
He told me of a little incident that grounds that he might get lost Mr
Mrs. Jessie Phillips
received more or less airing about town Raino said that a‘ drag had been tried
Mrs. Mary Ingham
last week—you probably heard of it, and that when the ground was wet as
Mrs. Newton
about the man who bought some fencing fast as the holes were filled up automo
Mrs. Kittie Titcomb
out-of-town for $5.50 a roll and a local
Mr. Edward Cutting
dealer had fencing for $4.00 a roll biles would throw the dirt out and when
Mrs. Gertrude Gordon
The report was circulated to lead one the ground was dry the drag was no
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
to believe that the local goods and the good. This matter was also dropped.
Mr. Frank Towne
foreign goods were of the same quality.
TJ. A. Caine held the floor for the
Charlie Spencer
But such appears to be not the case.
Mr. Billie Gordon
My friend said he had seen both kinds next few minutes paying tribute to Mr.
Miss Annie Anderson
and that there was a difference in value Sanborn for his efforts to secure the
Mr. Fred Rawnsley
of considerable more than the difference Saturday night late car for West Ken
n price. He said that he for one was
nebunk and said that West Kennebunk
Mrs. V. Gilman Fiske and Miss Kate igetting tired of being urged to pay
prices for inferior goods and should show its appreciation to the rail
Cooper have been enjoying an outing in fancy
spent what little money he had from way in a practical way by filling the car
Boston this weak.
his different jobs and rents where it
would go the farthest as he had a large on its first trip. He noted and appreci
ated the fact that the road agent had
family to support.
I made up my mind to give the pump cleaned up Main street during the month
kin purchaser a little more time to pay and wished that the chief engineer might
and was just leaving when the three
members of the firm came in arm in be instructed to flush the street occasion
VETERINARY SURGEON
arm singing “State of Maine, our State ally. He said that while the dirt had
of Maine.” I stopped in the doorway been taken from the gutters the appli
and PHYSICIAN
just long enough to hear my friend cation of a little H2O would be neces
Graduate of U. of Penn. State start in his plaintive tale and left for sary to complete the job. He asked for
home.
Veterinary Deputy.
a report from the committee on new
Yours truly,
KENNEBUNK
MAINE Phone 106
SANFORD, ME
John C. Calhoun Brown members and on being informed that

Miss A. Morrill

time wu panned.

PRICE, THREE CENTS

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

ALEWIVE LETTER

Chandler, Manager, will furnish music

MOUSAM OPERA HOUSE

H.N.E1MES, Y. M..D

An Ad In This Paper Will
Bring You Business

VELVETEENS DANCE
Halloween Party Friday Night
Usual Success .
The Halloween dance held at Mousam
Opera House last Friday evening under
the auspices of the Velveteens was, as
all other entertainments conducted by
.-this popular young ladies’ society, a
most enjoyable affair.
Before the dancing started the hall
presented a truly wierd appearance.
The only lights were on the stage which
nad a line of large jack-o’-lanterns
along the front. The centre chandelier
decorated with black and yellow sup
ported on streamers of the same color a
:ife-like witch on a broom-stick. The
balcony was decorated with autumn
leaves and cornstalks as was the stage
and crossed cornstalks were placed in
the windows.
The ghost march of twenty-two
couples led by Mrs. Lillian Hawley and
Miss Flora Webber with jack-o’-lan
terns was a spectacular and pleasing
feature. E : ch participant was made
:up in fantastic and wierd costume and
made a decided hit. Three numbers
were danced before unmasqueing dur
ing which there was much speculation
as to the identity of the “ghosts.”
A program of sixteen dances was
carried out with music furnished by an
excellent Portland orchestra.
A fact worthy of mention was the
presence of Mr. Mark Ford over 82
years of age. Mr. Ford enjoyed the
evening immensely and just to show
how lightly the weight of his years
rests upon him participated In the danc
ing going through a Portland Fancy
with Mrs. Harry Knight.
The following members of the club
had charge of affairs and are to be
congratulated on their success.
Mrs. Lillian Hawley, Mrs. Rachel
Fiske, Mrs. Iva Grant, the Misses
Persis Hawley, Flora Webber, Nina
Bragdon, Kate Cooper, Olive Stevens,
Amy Clark and Beatrice Lord.

Foot Ball
The K. H. S. football team journeyed
to Sanford this afternoon and suprised
even its most optimistip supporters by
defeating the'fast high school team of
that place on its own field, by a score of
13 to 7.
The local boys displayed much better
form than. during their two previous
games their team work being nearly
faultless.
John Davis was star man for K. H. S..
making both touchdowns one from San
ford’s 10 yard line. Leon Davis kicked
a goal from placement after the second
touchdown being unsuccessful in his first
attempt.
Burke, played his first game, as quart
erback, made creditable showing assur
ing himself a permanent place in the
lineup.
The Sanford team disbanded after the
game lack of interest in that place being
assigned as the reason.
The following was the K.H.S. lineup;
Hatch, W. 1 e
Huff, S. 11
Crediford, R. Ig
Ross, J. c
Hamilton, C. r g
Davis, R. r t
Grant, H. r e
Burke, J. qb
Davis, L. Ihb
Davis,! J. rhb
Boston, G. fb

The installation of new electric motors
causes the Fnterprise to reach its read
ers a little late tnis week? A better
equipment assures patrons of both the
paper and job department better service
in the future than ever before.
Morris Towne of West Kennebunk
shot the first deer of the season Tuesday
WANTED AT ONCE—A work wagon
Price must be right. Phone 19 or call
at Enterprise office.
8 had been secured, thought the com
mittee had done very well. Mr. Caine
also thought that the underground gut
ters should be flushed.
Mr. Hosmer, in behalf of the Indust
trial committee of the Boys Work, ex
pressed appreciation for the money
donated for. prizes at the Arundel
Grange fair stating that part had been
used in the manual training department
and part for poultry awards.
The meeting closed with a discussion
of the water question. Attorney Rich
ardson imagined that he was at a town
meeting and that something was being
slipped through without his knowledge.
A. A. had much rather be on the inside
looking out than vice versa but could
find out nothing more than has already
been published in the local papers.
The meeting adjourned at 8.50.
Among those present were A. W.
Meserve, F. H. Barrett, U. A. Caine,
A. A. Richardson, Walter Sanborn, Ira
H. Wells, Elmer Roberts, Chas. Shep
ard, H. C. Hume, W. H. Littlefield, C.
F. Hosmer, P. Raino, G. P. Parlin, and
S. W. Greene.

CLARINET
French Method

PIANO
Faelten System

LEROY NASON
------- Teacher of-------

CLARINET and PIANO
Studios:—241 Congress St., Portland
Tel. 106-12 Fletcher St., Kennebunk

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK ME.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.

Issued every Wednesday by
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
B.a;tor and PublJaner

Printed at The Enterprise Press
Office
Kennebunk, Maine.

Kennebunkport
Mrs. H. A. Heckman and daughter,
Mary, spent the week-end in Bath, as
the guests of relatives.
The chicken supper given by the
ladies of the Methodist church last
Tuesday evening was a great success,
there being a very large number pres
ent. An encouraging financial return
was received.

Miss Beatrice Clough spent the last
One Year, in Advance ....$1.00
Three Months................................ 25 of the week with her aunt at Biddeford.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
Mrs. Laws of Brunswick is* visiting
Advertising Rates made known on her daughter, Mrs. W. L. Gooch, in the
application.
Correspondence is desired trom any Lower Village.
Interested parties, relative to town
The Halloween party given by the
and county matters.
Senior Class of the high school last
Wednesday evening was much enjoyed
A first-class printing plant in con Hay the large number present.
A
nection. All work done promptly variety *of events appropriate to the
and in up-to-date style.
occasiori had been provided by the conk
’mittee in charge and a good sum was
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 4, 1914
netted for the class treasury.
The District Sunday School Conven
tion
meets in the Methodist church on
Mock Marriage
Friday afternoon and evening of this
A very interesting wedding(?) took week. A fine program has been
place at the home of Mrs. Ichabod arranged for the occasion. Among the
Piffott a well known gentleman of the topics to be considered are the follow
ing: “How Shall the Untrained Tea
town, on Saturday evening, Oct. 31st.
With the “assistance” of Mr. Eras- cher Prepare,the.Lesson?” by Charles
tus Walters and the double ring cere A. Rush; “The Opportunity of the
mony, Miss Gratia Bumpus became the Sunday School Teacher. ’ ’ by Mrs. M.
bride of Count Emmanuel Whipskillet. W. Thomas; “The Sunday School the
The bride’s gown was white silk with Recruting Station for the Church.”
pearl trimmings, and her veil was by Rev. William Y. ' Morrison; “Sun
caught with orange blossoms and day School Environment.” by C. F.
pearls. She carried a shower bouquet Hosmer. In the evening an address
of carnations. The bridesmaid was will be given by J. J. Hull State
dressed in white voile with silver trim Superintendent of Adult Work, on the
mings, and the matron of honor was topic “Adult 'Work.” Mr. Hull has
stunning in white silk, with long train. been descsibed as “a live wire,” and it
The groom is a man of striking ap is expected that there will not be a
pearance and reminded the guests of dull moment during the time he has the
the foreign noblemen shown by mov floor. Special music is being prepared
ing picture films. _ Both he and the for the evening service. The ladies of
best man wore black. The bride was the Methodist and Baptist churches will
given in marriage by her father serve supper to visitors in the vestry at
5’30 o’clock
Duke Pelligrim.
Rev. Thomas Cain returned from a
Some beautiful china and a picture of
great value were among the wedding vacation spent with his folks at Newtongifts. After the ceremony, games ville. Mass., last week, and occupied
suitable to the occcasion w ere enjoyed, the pulpit of the Baptist church on Sun
a picture taken of the wedding party, day.
and a feast of plain lobster salads, sand
Halloween was duly _ celebrated
wiches, puddings, fruit and a Hallow according to ancient usage by the young
een cake followed.
•of the village on Saturday evening.
A rather unusual circumstance was
Rev. Mr. Terry and family arrived
observed by the ladies present, of the at the Advent Christian parsonage last
seven gentlemen present several of Wednesday. Mr. Terry began his
whom had beard and mustache during pastorate of the church in the Lower
the early part of the eve, ¿very one of Village on Sunday, and created a good
them appeared at table clean shaven.
impression upon the people of the com
Much laughter was occasioned by munity. Mr. Terry’s father is making
the finding of a small bell in the por his home with him.
tion of cake chosen by one lady, who is
Preparations are being made for a
soon to be a bride herself, and it was
recalled that a year ago (Oct. 31st, series of evangelistic services in the
1913) the same lady found a Ying in her Baptist church to be conducted by Rev.
Harry Taylor, who is by no means a
cake.
With congratulationsand good wishes stranger in this vicinity, having con
for the Count and Countess, also for ducted meetings here several years
Mr. Ichabod Piffott, the party broke since to the great profit of the com
munity Mr. Taylor will be assisted by
up shortly after midnight.
Mr. Hatch as singer.
Mr. Hatch is
the nephew of the singer ^vho was with
Evangelist Taylor on his former visit.
Y. B. C. Club
The other churches of the community
The Y. B. G. Club were entertained will unite in the work, although Mr.
at the home 'of Miss Iva Porter on Taylor 'Comes as the official evangelist
Saturday evening, Oct. 31st. Those of the Baptist State Convention. The
present were :
meetings are expected to begin on Sun
Mrs. Mabel Huff
day, Nov. 22.
Mrs. Gordon Carter
Arthur Eldridge resumed his studies
Mrs. Honry Porter
in Gray’s basinéss college in Portland
Mrs. Howard Wakefield x
Mrs. Edward Harrington
on Monday. He expects to be able to
Mrs. Alfred Babb
complete his course there in three
Miss Ethel Roberts
months.
Miss Julia Record
Miss Gladys Blumenstock
A new platform has been built at the
Miss Persis Hawley
car
barn for the convenience of the
Miss Agnes Webb
company.
Miss Eulalie Webb
Miss Grace Burgess
The Mousam Water company was en
Miss Iva Porter
gaged in repairing a break in its ser -

vice pipes Sunday and Monday in Dock H., is visiting her sister,z Mrs. Arthur
Square.
i Littlefield.
The auction sale of horses and vehi
Henry Moulton of Wells visited his
cles by the Morrison stable was con brothgr, Johnson Moulton, a few days
tinued on Friday, of last week. The last week.
offerings brought very low prices.
Misses Addie and Cora York accom
The Piano Club of the Methodist panied by their little nieces, Edna and
church is planning for an entertainment Flossie York, visited their sister, Mrs.
to be given in the vestry next Tuesday Fred Wells, of the Town House on
evening, commencing at 7:45 o’clock. Saturday.
A good program of vocal and instru
Mrs. Benj. Watson visited relatives
mental music has been arranged for
the occasion. Miss Rachel Felch, one in Portland a few days last week.
of the new assistants at the high school,
The Pine school was closed Thursday
will give some readings, and Miss and Friday on account of the teachers’
Henrietta Libby will render a banjo convention in Portland.
solo. The price of admission has been
Miss Violet Surette spent the latter
placed at 20 cents, which includes re part of the week at Mr. and Mrs. Joh n
freshments of ice cream and cake to be Amero’s.
served at the conclusion of the program.
Several from this vicinity attended
George N. Stevens entertained a the Grange, Friday evening.
number of friends on an automobile'
The Bird Club met at the Neighbor
ride to Sanford and Springvale last
hood House Thursday instead of Wed
Thursday afternoon.
nesday, evening with the Robin as the
A large delegation of Masons from topic of discussion.
Games- were
the local lodge went to Goodwin’s played and refieshments consisting of
Mills last Thursday as the guests of the sandwiches, cookies, cake and, candy
lodge there. Biddeford also sent a were served.
large delegation. A fine time is re
The Neighborhood House was open
ported, as having been enjoyed.
Friday evening as usual for reading
Last Sunday was an unusually charm Mr. Winter gave a talk on Indians.
ing day for November. It was as mild
A business meeting of the W. P. M.
as the proverbial rare June day.
Club will be held on Wednesday after
Mrs. Amos Chick and family of Port noon at the home of its -president, Mrs.
land were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. Ethel Littlefield.
F. Chick the last of the week, return
Mrs. Olive Southard, Mrs. Johnson
ing home Monday morning. Mr. Chick
Moulton, Mrs." R. E. Littlefield and
spent one night with his brother.
Mrs. C. E. Currier attended the Olym
pian Club which was entertained at the
home of Miss Bertha Smith, Kenne
bunkport, on Saturday afternoon. Mrs.
U. A. Caine of West Kennebunk was
. Mr. R. E. Littlefield while working present and gave a most interesting
in his barn Monday evening fell break report of the Federation which was
ing his leg. Dr’s Ross and Prescott held at Presque Isle recently.
was called to attend him. He is re
Alvin Stewart of Grafton, N. H., is
ported as doing well at this writing.
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. W’. R. Barney.
Mr. George H. Yorke and daughter
Mrs. Clement Huff was a Biddeford
Addie, were Biddeford visitors Friday
visitor on Tuesday,
of last week,
Miss Eva Pierce of Wells, is visit
ing Mrs. Julia Hubbard.
Junior League Party
A reception was given at the Neigh
borhood House, Oct. 28, by Mrs. Ed
The Junior League of the Methodist
ward Foote Dwight, for the people of
this vicinity to meet Mr. and Mrs. church held a Halloween party last
Archie Winter. A very pleasant after Saturday evening at the home of the
president, Mrs Gideon Authier of
noon was reported by" all present.
Halloween games
Mrs. William Lennian of Essex, Fletcher street.
Mass., was the guest of her sister, Mrs. were played, ghost stories told, and a
Halloween lunch of apples, popcorn arid
William York over Sunday.
candy was served, after which the
Wallace Hubbard, son of Mr. Geb.
children held a jack-o’-lantern parade
B. Hubbard, is sick with bronchitis.
about town. Mrs. Charles Taylor, Mrs..
Dr. Lord attends him."
Elmer Johnson, Mrs. Myrtle Wessel,
A Halloween party was held at the Miss Edith Young and Miss Ada Water
Neighborhood House, Oct. 31.
The house assisted in entertaining the
children dressed in various costumes children. Those present were:— ,
made a very pretty picture. The even-, May Hilton ,
ing was passed in playing games after
Cordelia Titcomb
Grace Young
,
which refreshments were served.
Grace Louis '
Mr. Samuel Wentworth of Saco was
Ruth Louis
the guest of Mrs. John Somers, Wed
Helen Johnson
nesday of last week.
Frances Burleigh
Ruby Spiller
Mrs. Joy of South Berwick, Me., is
Annie Authier
visiting at Mrs. Gowen Moulton’s
Merle Langley Alvin Googms
Mr. Benjamin Garland is confined to
Danforth Googins
the house with a severe cold.
Merlin Burleigh
Henry and Edward Moulton are' Wesley Johnson
Kennith Reynolds
shingleing the barn of Johnson Moulton.
Harold Curtis
Mr. Chancy Briggs is hauling logs
Ralph Curtis
to the mill on the Kennebunk road for
Donald Taylor
Wilbur Authier
R. K. Wentworth.

Kennebunk Beach

Mrs. Olive Southard, who has been
boarding at Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Little
field’s for the past five months, went
to Boston Sunday to visit relatives and
friends until Friday, when she will joip.
Miss Bertha Smith of Kennebunkport,who is going to California for the win
ter months.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren DuBois and
daughter Marjory, of Contoocook, N-----
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ENGAGEMENT

DI NAN
The Jeweler and Optician
3 Main St

IMEMORIALSI
of Quality
ARE MADE HERE
Largest stock in York County'
Latest Compressed Air Tools

used to Carve and Letter
oür Stones.

Reeves & Linscott
Telephone Alfred 4-4

To People Along R. F. D. Routes
The mail carriers are pur messengers.
Give them a letter addressed to us tell
ing us what you want and the carrier
will bring the goods back with him,
right to your door. That is easier than
a long cold drive to town. Goods or
dered this way can be returned if un
used and in good condition provided
they Are not satisfactory.
You can save time by calling our
’phone number and telling us what you
want. The carrier will bring it out

then on his next trip. The ’phone costs
you nothing; the delivery costs you
nothing That is far better than order
ing from a mail order house in some
distant city. On the same kind and
quality of goods, we willjmeet the price
of any mail order house, but we won’t
sell you first quality goods for the price
they quote on second class stuff. Try
ordering by mail or by ’phone of us,
and see how satisfactory it is. Send
money by Money Order or stamps.

riORIN DRUG CO.
BIDDEFORD, MAINE

P. 0. Box 461

IF IN DOUBT
as to where to take your eye
troubles, come in and let us talk
the matter.

LITTLEFIELD the Optometrist
-

BIDDEFORD

MAINE

JOSEPH D’ASCANIO
Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
, Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.

WATER STREET

-

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Enterprise $1.00 a Year

Biddefor d

w»w vowgsaai»

EXTRAORDINARY

__ _ _ _ _ MOUSAM OPERI HOUSE IOne Night Only
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9
AND THE FAMOUS

GLADYS KLARK COMPANY
Presenting an Elaborate Production of the L test Dramatic Success
Electrical Effects
Special Scenery
High Class Vaudeville Between Acts

Prices: 25c, 35c, and a few Seats at 5OC

THE WOLF
BY EUGENE WALTER

Reserved Seats Now on Sale
-----AT-----

Bowdoin’s Drug Store

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, M
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Interest tcuAII
Miss Sulie Cousens is visiting her
sister, Mrs. David Fernaid, of South
Eliot.
F. H. Barrett has had a garage built
at the rear of his home on Pleasant
street.
Mr. A. N. Babb has returned from,
Augusta and resumed his duties at the
Acme Theatre, Monday.
Mrs. Wallace Winslow of Portland
who has been visiting friends here re
turned to her Ijome Sunday.
Our line of high grade confectionery
cannot be equaled in this vicinity,.at
Fiske’s on the corner.
adv.
CABBAGE FOR SALE—Clement C.
Clark, Kennebunk.
Tel. 41-13.
Charles Coolbroth of High'street went
to Portland yesterday to the Maine
Institution for the Blind where he will
remain for the winter.
Harry F. Fairfield one of our popular
music teachers, has been chosen as ac
companist for the Kennebunk chorus
for this present season.
The football game between the K. H.
S. and the Sanford high team was can
celled on account of the Sanford team
being finable to secure a field on which
to play.
. Mrs.* Carrie Odiorne Thomas, of
Farmington, was the honored guest of
the Webhannet Club Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Thomas was the first president of
tbe club which was oaganized in 1907.
FOR SALE CHEAP—One good sized
parlor stove. C. W. Roberts.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson went to Bidde
ford Tuesday to inspect the W. R. C.
in that city. She was accompanied by
Mrs. Phoebe Waterhouse, Mrs. Nellie
Wormwood, Mrs. Agnes Kelley and
Mrs. Charles Stevens.

Rev. Mr. Adams of South Berwick
occupied the, pulpit at the Baptist
church Sunday both morning and even
ing making a favorable impression upon
his hearers. At an after-meeting in
the evening the matter of! extending
, him a call was seriously considered but
no decision has been reached as yet.
The Delta A.lpha Club were enter
tained at the home of Miss Mabel Kel
ley, Park street, Tuesday evening.
Three new members .were initiated and
plans were discussed for a sale to be
held in the church parlors, Thursday
evening, November 19th. Réfresh; ments were served and a very pleasant
evening enjoyed,

The Editor is indebted to Mr. Frank
lin E. Furbish for two splendid squashes*
A little cal! at the Furbish homestead
on the beach roadl resulted in a most
interesting tour of the farm which is
one of the best in this section.
The
J crops have been harvested, the hay cut,
and war or no war it is more than evi„denl; that Mr; Furbish will not worry
e aid of modern machinfflK . formany months to . come over the
s a Specialty. SM|, question of good food and plenty of it.
I have been quite a.n interested reader
day Sundays.
’ of John C. Calhoun Brown’s letters in
thé Kennebunk Enterprise. I poticed'
KENNEBUNK,
in aiecent issue where this gentleman
claimed the Republican partv are on
their last legs or something to that
effect. 1 think he said they are dying
OO a Yeai |
hard but their end will surely come. I
' would like to enquire of Mr. Brown
■''just how he accounts for the substantial
gains all over the country of our party
s in Tuesday’s 'election:
Horace B. Furbish
The M. G. R. Club held its first busi
ness meeting on Thursday evening,
^October 29th, at the home of Miss
. Florence Rice. The Club elected Miss
Rice, president; Miss Carrie M. Lucas,
vice-president; Mrs. Mabel R. Babb,
recording secretary ; Miss Ruby Ste
vens, treasurer; and Mrs. Mary A. E.
Webb, Mrs.. Laura Raino, and Mrs.
Nellie Hayes as Executive Board,
Plans were discussed for a “Guest
night’’ also for the proper celebration
of th? Club President’s birthday, The
next meeting will be held with Miss
Carrie-Lucas on Friday evening, Nov.
6th.
Mr. Charles’Hutchinson on the Saco
Road will build an addition to his al
ready large barn. Some fifteen new
tieups for cows will be put in. Mr.
Hutchinson sold 15,300 quarts of milk
to the summer guests during July and
August besides over 400 quarts of
cream. An ancient wheel used by Mr.
Hutchinson’s father when he did
butchering at the old home place was
a most interesting relic of the method
employed in doing business in those by
.gone days. The place abounds in
things of interest and a little visit was
a most profitable experience.
Col. C. R. Littlefield, who alreany
has bne of the most attractive places
n this village is still making improve
ments on the same. Since the purchase
of the Weeks property on. Fletcher
' street the Col. has had a drive way
made from Fletcher street through to
his property on Main. A most at
tractive gate has been hung, a large
tract of ground plowed which will be
used as a floral and vegetable garden in
the spring, The Col. will also sow
down a large tract to grass seed.
Attractive wire fencing and the plans
—AT—•
carried out which the Col. has in mind
will greatly add to the value and artis
tic beauty of this handsome residence.

Optometrist

ASCANIO I

Night Only

s Drug Store

Mr. Wm. Bowen is in Portland for a
few days.
\
The Congregational Society hqld a < j
reception, supperkand social Thursday '■
evening.
Miss Helen Melcher reports a most
pleasant and profitable visit to Portland
last week.
The Baptist Society will hold their
supper and social Thursday evening oi
this week.
Mrs. J. Higgins, daughterMamie and
granddaughter Reva Harden are visiti
ing at tbe home of N. C. Harden.
The ladies' connected with the Baptist
church held a most successful food sale
in the vestry of the church last Friday.

Shamrocks of Biddeford and the
Royal Stars will have a football game
on the playground, Saturday afternoon,
Nov. 7th.
Miss Maude Ledoux, who has been
with her parents in West Kennebunk
since June, has returned to her former
home in AtholS
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Carleton were
week-end guests of Mrs. Roy Elkins in
Farmington, N. H.
Thursday they
leave on a tjip to New Jersey.
Fred Norton, Charles Johnson and
Jesse Stevens returned Monday from a
hunting trip to Kennebunk pond bring
ing with them six partridges.
Mrs. J. A. Noble who has been here
since June conducting an antique store
in the Cousens block returned to her
home in Nashua, N. H., Monday.
When you want confectionery of the
better kind, Fiske has it. Page & Shaw,
Park & Tifford, Fiske’s Green Seal and
Apollo Chocolates, your choice is among
them.
adv.
A number of local people took in the
Klark Urban Co. plays whichK were
at the Biddeford Opera House, Monday
Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon and
evening.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson went to Wells to
day to inspect the W. R. C in that vil
lage. She was accompanied by Mrs.
Mary Mitchell, Mrs. Lucy Hutchins and
Mrs. Spiller.
W. Leon Fairfield who has been spend
ing the past 10 months with relatives
and friends in town leaves to-day for his
home in Belden, Cat He will visit Bos
ton and vicinity en route.
Sold in Boston Saturdays for 29c.,sold
in Portland Saturdays for 29c., sold at
Fiske’s on the corner Saturdays for 29c.
Maine Maid Sweets, one 'box and you
will want more.
adv
TO LET—Six room house with large
attic chamber on Brown street. Same
has been put in “thorough repair, con
crete walk, etc, For further particu
lars enquire of Mrs. Etta Howe, Main
Street,
A grand Thanksgiving eve ball will
be held at Mousam Opera house, Wed
nesday evening, Nov. 25th. Thè dance
will be public and one of the biggest
social events of the season.
The fol
lowing well known local men will act
as floor directors: W. D. Hay, John
King, Walter Hobbs and R. J. Grant.
Chandler’s orchestra of eight pieces of
Portland, considered one of the best in
thè state, will furnish music, Tickets,
ladies 25 cents and gentlemen 50 cents,
on sale at Bowdoin’s drug store.

Enjoy Shore Dinner
The fame of mein' host McLellan’s
shore dinners is fast spreading and
every season finds this hostelry growing
in populariiy with parties' from this,
surrounding towns and even more dis
tant points. The house is now a serious
rival to such places as the Moulton
House and the New Meadows Inn which
have reputations ail over New England
for furnishing excellent shore dinners.'
The latest party to be entertained there
came from Alfred last nigt and thoroghly enjoyed the excellent viands provided
by Mrs. .McClellan expressing the senti
ment ‘ ‘the best ever. ’ ’
The following were present;—
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Akers
Dr. and Mrs. S. B. Marshall
Mr. and Mrs; G. Burton Chadburn
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard A. Hobbs
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Collicutt
Mr. and H. B. Fernaid
Asneth G, Ridley
Lucy C. Lander
Neva B. Ricker
Lillian Gould
Alice L. Brooks
Susan Ridley
Grace Ridley
Mrs. Bertha Kimball
Mr and Mrs. C. H. Lincoln
Grace M. Came
Dora Jordan
Earl S. Hewey
Mrs. James E. Hewey
Edward Titcomb Lunge ‘
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Illegan

Kennebunk Fire Society
The annual meeting of the Kenne
bunk Fire Society will be held in
Mousam Opera House, Tuesday evening,
Nov. 10, 1914 at 7 o’clock.
The organization of the Society is as
follows:—
President—Wm. Titcomb.
Clerk—C. W. Roberts.
Collector and Treasurer—B. A. Smith.
Historian—Frank Bonser.
Committee on Membership—Elliot
Rogers, Joseph Dane, W- E. Warren.
Supper Committee—Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Parsons, Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Bar
ker, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Barry, Mr.
and Mrs. W, T. Kilgore, Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Waterhouse, Mr. and Mrs/N. M.
West, Mr. and Mrs Ira H. Wells, Dr.
and Mrs. H. G. Newton.
Entertainment Committee —Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Christie, Mr. and Mrs.
E. A. ¡Bodge, Mrs. C. W. Goodnow,
Mrs. Mary Webb.

Nuw Telephone Number 120

Telephone your wants—we’ll take care of them

This is 120

A Department Store
FILLED TO OVERFLOWING

With the Newest and Best that the Market Affords
Service and satisfaction go hand in hand in this establishment and your

presence is looked upon more as a guest than a prospect

Hundreds of New Coats Here
New ¡College^ Coats' in plain colors, Copen, Navy and
Wistaria, fashioned cf Zibeline, very fetching style and a
trifle longer than th? plaid coats. Buttons (¡dose to neck.
A $io Coati

$6.98
x An elegant Mixture Coat, Redingote effect, belted back,
a smart appearing coat, and very new

$12.98

Cape Coats are in popular demand in lar
er cities. We have them in great variety,

$10.98, $12.49, $15.00 and up
The largest assortment of Coats in Bidde
ford Awaits your critical inspection. Any
style, any fabric, any size, and by the way,
we specialize on large sizes, you are sure
to find here, and as for values, we leave
that to your good judgment.

New Suits are Here
in Abundance

A NEW LOT OF

Velvet Dresses

Sample suits—suits such as you have
never seen before, suits that are a rev-,
elation and pleasing to the eye. Cpats
are a bit shorter, some trimmed with
fur and others hot. The smartest styles
ever shown.

entirely new styles just out of the manu
facturers’ hands, Basque, Blouse and Red
ingote effect.
Very charming indeed.
Colors, black, navy.

$9.95, 12.50, 14.45, 17.45
and upwards

$12.00

$12.98

$16.50

We were fortunate in securing a
new lot of

Hen’s and Boy’s Clothing

Skirts

This department, situated on the first floor, rear, presents a most comprehensive show

ing of new Suits' Overcoats, Mackinaws, furnishings to suit the most
discriminating man or youth

fashioned of Gabardine, girdle in
vest effect, Roman Stripe under
skirt, a splendid skirt for $6.oo.

Priced at

$3.98

n

New Suits and Overcoats

Boy’s Suits and Mackinaws

9.95, 12.95, 15.00, 16.50
18.00, 20.00

2.95, 3.95,
and upwards

COME to this “Live Store” and see “what’s*wfiat”;in Men’s wear

Blankets and Comforters
We are fully prepared to meet your demands.
large and varied.

Assortments

Blankets—49c, 98c, $1.25, 1.50, 2.00
Comforters— $1.00 to $8.50

Flannelette Night Gowns
An extra heavy gown
All sizes

49C

Forest Mills Underwear

fewisPolakewich
B /DDEFORD,ME.
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Monday evening. The social exercises Physical Training in Schools
took the Halloween character, the
Every attendant at this church is cor rooms was decorated in Halloween sym
The physical work in the schools
dially invited to enjoy the banquet at bols, and spooks served the guests, with
under the direction of Mr. Winter is
refreshments.
Games
and
seasonable
the vestry tomorrow, Thursday even
now under full sway. Through the co
ing. The Ladies Aid Society are pro stunts provided much fun.
operation of the teachers in the various
viding the supper and there is no
grades of the township over 550 school
charge for it.
children of all ages and sizes receive
Card of Thanks
The public are invited to the Annual
each day calisthenic drill—body move
Roll Gall in the auditorium, which will
We take this mêans to thank our ments, which are already producing
follow the banquet. . The hour is 8
neighbors,
friends and the fire departf definite results. The drills relieve the
o’clock. It is expected that every
ment
for
their
good work and acts o- pupils’ minds and refresh their other
member will respond to the call, and
kindness
during
and after the recent wise inactive bodies. It is hoped that
that the absentees will send written rebetter lungs will follow upon the
destrdteion
of
our
home by fire,
sponses.
Mr- and Mrs. William Lewis special attention to breathing; and
Rally Day is a little, late this year,
that the children will in great part
but is no less valuable, We observe it
gradually accustom themselves to
next Sunday. The service of worship
Webhannet Club
thinking for themselves, gradually see
in the afternoon will be on rally times
that by their own will and effort they
and the 1 Sunday School exercises will The Webhannet Club will hold a meet can be happier, stronger, and healthier.
present a rally day program. Come. ing at the Grammar school room, West Most of the children are hardy enough
Kennebunk, next Monday afternoon,
Old and young are welcome.
November 9th. The following program and lively enough not to wish to sit
Three persons were baptised, one will be given:—
still through the hours of the school
Roll Call—A fact on exports of South day. They are like little animals in
was received on probation and three
into full membership at the afternoon AmericaMap Talk
Mrs. Nash that they want to run, skip and play,
meeting last Sunday. A large number
The A. B. p. mediators with glimpses wrestle, punch each other and have a
received tfie sacrament of the Lord’s of their countries.
general good time. All these forms df
Argentina
Mrs. Hawkes expression have their place in the
Supper.
Miss McCrindle child’s life but are not enough in them
Brazil
The F. A. Bragdon chapter, E. L.,
Chili
Mrs. Gilpâtric
held its monthly business meeting at; Home Reading—“South America
---- r— ” selves to create \ or form a healthy,
James Bryce roundly developed body and mind.
the home of Mrs. Mabel Jacobs, on ’

M. E. Church Notes

4.95

Only by faithful, constant exercise of
all tne muscles and organs of the body;
is what'we call physical fitness possi
ble. And it is with this definite, hard—
to-be-attained aim that the physical !
training is being used in the schools^—
hard to be attained because it is an &
ideal, and worthy to be attained be
cause health (not muscle) is the highest .
gift that can come to us.
Health*.
means happiness, strength, profitable
work, energy, courage, cheer, while
dissability or sickliness means unhagpi- ness, weakness, discouragement. The
great cry in the world today is for
young men and women of efficiency-men and women who can do things.
Sound bodies are absolutely necessary
for sound minds; and right here in Ken
nebunk we have begun a movement,
with the children, which, if it brings
but one or two or three children into,
sound, strong healthy men and women*
will have justified the time and eq- z
ergy spent in trying to produce 550
better bodies and minds.
WANTED AT ONCE—A few thou
sand dollars, for first mortgage, on as
good paying property as there is in the
County. The best of security. Ad
dress “B,” Enterprise Office, Kenne
bunk.
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Making Tomorrows
World—.. ;. By WALTER WILLIAMS,

LL.D.

(Dean of the School ofJournalism ofthe Unioenity of Mluourl)

RIVERS—MADE IN GERMANY
Berlin, Germany.—The fu
ture of Germany
will be maintain
ed upon the wa
ter, is a senti
ment expressed
by the German
emperor with his
usual vigorous
insistence a n d
more than, his
usual co n s i s tency. The masterful William
had the seas and
the German navy
in mind.
He
might, however,
with equal • or
larger truth, have
made the state
ment apply to
the inland waters, rivers and canals,
of the German empire. The German
makes the most of everything, himself
included, and he has not overlooked
water transportation as an aid to econ
omic progress and prosperity. The
present industrial greatness of Ger
many, so phenomenally increased in
a generation, and yet growing, is built
upon water.
Leads in Use of Waterways.

Germany is not alone among European nations in development and util
ization of inland waterways. The Man
chester ship canal, the deepening and
•widening of the channels of the Clyde,
the Mersey and the Thames rivers in
Great Britain, making seaports of
cities far inland, the use of the canals
in the Netherlands, and the millions
expended by the republic? of France
each year upon canals and rivers as
public highways—these show the high
value attached in Europe to an asset,
which, through public indifference and
private railway greed and short-sight
edness, has in the United States been
abandoned or neglected. Germany,
however, with characteristic painstak
ing and thrift, has exploited her wa
ter resources to an extent unsurpassed
ih other European lands.
Germany has employed a combina
tion of means' to establish its indus
trial position—the application of sci
ence to industry, technical training,

Clearing Out a

thrift, centralized direction and con
trol. But no means has been more ef
fective than its comprehensive system
of cheap water transportation supple
menting the cheap transportation of
its railways. The American visitor,
traveling from Brussels to Berlin,
from Cologne up the Rhine, from the
Rhine to Munich, in any direction, in
short, in Germany, cannot fail to be
impressed by the businesslike use of
the waterways. Hundreds of barges
carrying thousands of tons of freight
are seen, a continual procession upon
the canalized rivers and artificially
constructed canals.
Puts the Rivers to Work.

Almost without a sea harbor, Gersmany has grown to be a great com•mercial nation. With her chief fac
tories located two or three hundred
miles inward, she has brought them
:raw material by water at cheapest
? rates and shipped the finished pro
ducts, “made in Germany,” to compete
fin the world’s markets successfully
with the products of nations where
¡original conditions are far more favor
able. This has been done by putting
jail the German rivers to work. While
•Great Britain, with the oldest and, at
tone time, the best system of water
ways in Europe, and the United
•States, with water-courses unequaled
•among great nations, have permitted
these waterways to fall into disuse,
’the young giant of Northern Europe
lias developed for actual use even her
•smallest streams and has dug canals
to connect her most important centers
•of production. Hence, as contributing
Cause at least, red cedar, taken from
an Ozark forest in Missouri, shipped
to Nuremburg, employed in the manu
facture of pencils, re-shipped to Amer
ica, can be sold in competition with
American pencils. Hence, pig iron con
sumption has grown in two decades in
Germany 265 per ceqt., while crude
steel production is fifty times as much
as twenty years ago. Hence—industrial Germany.
Through the spectacles of German

professors were seen the advantages
of a cheap and alternative transporta
tion system, both for actual use and
for the regulation of freight rates.
What the professors saw they wrote
in the German press. As a conse
quence the empire has each year en
larged, extended and improved its nat
ural and artificial waterways. The riv
ers of Germany, Rhine, Weser, Elbe,
Oder, Weichsel, Isar, Main, and others,
are not naturally well adapted to use
for traffic of a large kind. In a major
ity of cases their banks were soft and
easily washed down by the waves
from large boats, while their beds
were uneven and shallow. Thè Ger
man problem, with the rivers, was to
deepen their beds and strengthen the
banks. The cheapest transportation is,
obviously, by means - of the largest
ship or barge which can travel most
rapidly. Size and speed were sought
in the barges and a development of
the river and canals that would permit
economical and rapid navigation.
The Rhine, the best known river,in
Germany—at which the French, it may
be noted in passing, yet look with
longing eyes—affords an example of
the changing cpnditions which make
for tomorrow’s industrial world. The
ruined castles and the romantic scen
ery which have given to the Rhine its
pre-eminence among rivers have now
a rival in interest in the strings of
barges which the traveler sees as he
goes on the express steamer up or
down the river between Cologne and
Mayence. In order to make the Rhine
thus continuously usable natural
earthbanks have been, where neces
sary, replaced by walls of solid ma
sonry, the channel deepened and wid
ened, wharfs built, and at Bingen—
concerning which we all learned in
our schoolboy declamation days —
rocks dangerous to navigation have
been blasted away.

available capacity. The average size
of the large boats on the German wa
terways is now from 300 to 400 tons*
on the Elbe 1,200 to 1,500 tons, while
on the Rhine are many barges of 2,000
tons or more.

FIRST TESI THE MH

FOR USE ON ANY CAR

I AN UNDERSHOT GUPID
flEW CURTAIN WILL AFFORD A

Prospective Buyer Should Know
Just What, He Is Paying Out
The importance of this method of
His Money For.
transportation in affording low freight

GREAT DEAL OF COMFORT.

rates can scarcely be over-emphasized.
Figures obtained from' reports of
Major Kurs, a leading authority on in
land navigation in Germany, J. Ellis
Barker, a careful British student of
the subject^ and Dr. Fritz Hartmann,
a distinguished journalist, Berlin cor
respondent of the Hanover Courier,
are significant. These show that,
with a well-filled ship on a new and
perfectly equipped water course, the
cost of transportation of freight, dur
ing a ten months shipping season, is,
in vessels from 150 to 1,500 tons capa
city, one-fifth to one-twelfth of a cent
per ton per mile. But as all German
waterways are not perfectly equipped
and all boats are not well fitted
and as the season of navigation in
Germany, as in the United States, is
interferred with by ice, these figures
are exceptional.
The actual business conditions pre
vailing today may be better shown by
selecting representative German riv
ers and quoting the actual average
cost of transport therefrom, allowing
for the fact that during a part of the
year a large portion of the tonnage is
partly or wholly unemployed. These
figures show that the actual cost of
transport per ton per mile on the Oder
river, is about ong-third of a cent; on
the Weichsel, one-half a cent; on the
Elbe, one-fourth, and on the Rhine onesixth of a cent. The rivers Oder and
Weichsel flow through agricultural
regions, corresponding to a degree
with the country through which the
Missouri river and its tributaries flow,
while the Rhine drains a country cor
responding to that adjacent to the Up
per Ohio, where manufacturing^ is
more largely engaged .in. This cheap
ness of transportation explains in
great measure the fact that the most
prosperous industrial centers of Ger
many are situated close to the Water
ways of which they make extensive
and increasing use.
The Government’s View.

In an official publication of the Ger
man government we read:
. “Any means whereby the distances
which separate the economic centers
of the country from one another can
be diminished must be welcomed and
Inland Cities Reached by Water.
What has been done for and with be considered as a progress, for it in
the Rhine has been done for and with creases our strength in our industrial
other rivers. Even the shallowest competition with foreign countries.
streams, mere ditches, have been Every one who desires to send or to
made into thoroughfares. Next to receive goods wishes for cheap
aerial navigation for military pur freights. Hence the aim of a healthy
poses, the German finds a keen inter transport policy should be to diminish
est akin to sport in the business utili as far as possible the economically
zation of the waterways. From Am- unproductive costs of transport. A
country such as Germany, which is
happy enough to produce on her own
soil by far the larger part of the raw |
material and food which it requires,
occupies the most independent and the
most favorable position if, owing to
cheap, inland transportation, its econ|omic centers are placed as near as
possible to one another. When this
has been achieved Germany will be
able to dispense with many foreign
products, and it will occupy a posi
tion of superiority in comparison with
all those states which do not possess
similarly perfect means of transport.
“Many circumstances which in for
mer times gave superiority to certain
countries, such as the greater skill of
their workmen, superior machinery,
cheaper wages, greater natural fertil
ity of the soil; all these advantages
are gradually being levelled down by
time and progress. But what will re
main is the advantage of a wellplanned system of transportation
which makes the best possible use of
German River.
local resources and local advantages.”
The last sentence, in italic in the
sterdam, capital of Holland, the travel
er wishing to go. to Cologne, 150 miles German original, may well be read in
inland in Germany, may find his way America in connection with Bis
by sea-faring steamer. At Strasburg, marck’s deliberate statement:
“In discounting future events we
300 miles inland, where yesterday only
the smallest water craft could be must take note of the United States./
seen, today may be observed boats who will become in matters economic
carrying 800 to 1,000 tons. The chan and perhaps in matters political as
nel of the Main up to and beyond well, a much greater danger than most
Frankfort, the commercial metropolis people imagine. The war of the future
of Germany, has, at a cost of $5,000,- will be the economic war, the struggle
000, been deepened from two feet, un for existence on the largest scale.
usable for shipping, to nine feet in May my successor always bear this in
order to give the industries of Frank mind and always take care that Ger
fort cheap transportation. Towns, sit many will be prepared when this bat-,
uated miles, from a navigable stream, tie has to be fought.”
And Bismarck «was dismissed by the
accomplish the same result by digging
present emperpr, not because of dis
and operating canals.
agreement but because William II., a
30,000 Boats Used Inland.
Most Americans áre somewhat fa twentieth cedtury Frederick the Great,
miliar with the marvelous increase of would be his own chancellor and, car
the German merchant ocean ships. The rying on Bismarck’s policy as his own,
North German Lloyd, with its steam make Germany foremost in all mili
ships on every sea, and other mer tary and material things.
The New Germany Commercial.
chant marine companies, have devel
The new Germany is not a land of
oped at a phenomenal rate. Less con
spicuous but equally great has been philsophers, poets, ' and composers,
the growth of the inland merchant sleepy officials and dull peasants, day
fleet of Germany, the shipping em dreaming, sentimentalizing over music
ployed' on its inland waterways. In and philosophy and beer. The new
thirty years the tonnage of the German Germany is a land of shrewd, calcu
inland fleet has nearly or quite quad lating, hard-headed, matter-of-fact bus
rupled. Twenty years ago the ton iness men, with no sentimentality and,
nage of the inland fleet was 50 per in business circles at least, no senti
cent, larger than that of the ocean ment.
There are monumental statues of
fleet, now it is four times as large.
More than 30.000 boats are employed Goethe and Schiller and Hegel and
today on Germany® canals and rivers Mozart and Lessing in many German
streets, but the new German finds his
with a tonnage exceeding 5,000,000.
shrine at the Deutsche Bank.
Boats Large as Possible. «
His treasured profits and savings, in
Germany has been quick to recog
nize the economic value of the large the new industrial age, flow thither.
vessel. The Imperators of the ocean Their volume increases because of a
have itheir humbler and less sho'toy, new, comprehensive and efficient sys
but equally Important, counterparts tem of cheap transportation, by canal
on the inland waterways. Boats of and river—made in Germany. «
100 tons and less have decreased in (Copyright, 1914, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
number in the last ten years, while
large boats of 300 tons and more have
No Secret.
increased in number ten fold. The
Von Ratz—Yer know, I haven’t paid
small boat or barge is being aban out a cent for repairs on my old. car.
doned in Germany as out of date. The
O’Catz—Yes, so the owner of De
present day boat is built of the largest Stew’s garage told me.—Texas Coyote.

By This a Touring Car May Be Made
Into a Limousine With Little
Trouble or Expense.

GET A ROAD DEMONSTRATION
Running and Hill Climbing Power and
Its Capacity for Comfort Are Things
to Be Fcund Out Before
the Purchase Is Actu
ally Accomplished.

| Real road demonstrations are of
more value to the prospective pur
chaser of a motor car today than
ever before. There is no longer the
necessity for a demonstration to as
certain if the car will run. The pub
lic has paid its share toward exper
iments during the development of the
motor car. Any person today paying
out a large sum of money for a mo
tor car is a very poor buyer if he
does not take a thorough demonstra
tion in several cars.
Be sure of the financial standing of
a motor ; company, its experience in
business and the extent of its equip
ment to care for a car and protect
its value. Then take one hour’s time
for a real demonstration, not in Cen
tral park, where all cars run well,
but out to Fort George hill, which is
a long, hard climb. This test will
prove the best one hour’s investment
you everlmade. You will be out long
enough to test the comfort of the car.
You will find out whether the seats
and backs are comfortable, you will
know how the car rides under all con
ditions, how it handles in traffic.
You will get tastes in transmission
clutch and brakes that a ride in Cen
tral park does not bring out. Fort
George hill will test the power of a
car. If it climbs Fort George hill eas
ily without heating or missing fire you
can safely use the car for touring
and vacation trips in the mountains.
To# your surprise, perhaps, some cars
that run around Central park on high
gear without heating, quietly, smooth
ly and without missing fire cannot
even take Fort George hill comfort
ably on second gear without heating
and missing. If the company en
deavoring to sell a car is up to the
minute and does not fear comparison
with other cars’ performances they
will not give you a demonstration
of the silence power, braking capacity
and riding qualities of the car, but
will show you during the demonstra
tion by the speedometer just how far
the car runs on one gallon of gasoline.
—New York Herald.

GOOD TYPE OF CYCLE CAR
Convenience and General Worthiness
Seem Bound to Make This a
General Favorite.

While Detroit has, as a rule, been
unable to forget the motor car and
has proposed small cars instead of
cycle cars, there i are several Detroit
concerns which have really seen the
reason for the cycle car movement as
the demand’ for a “lowest cost motqr
vehicle,” and have built the simple
type cars. The’ drawings show a new

❖

❖

Low Freight Costs.

A curtain of new design has been
placed on the market which may be
used on any car, making a limousine
out of a touring car with small trou
ble or expense. The fixtures consist
of a single pair of double-channel
cases, or housings, made of pressed
sheet metal, one for either side of the
car, and each containing two all-metal
rollers on which the curtains operate
automatically. The fixtures may be

Convenient Curtain for Automobiles.

attached or removed quickly without
leaving the car, and all curtains are
operated and fastened entirely from
the inside, the front ones being drawn
forward and the rear curtains drawn
backward from the metal containers.
The transparent portions are made of
celluloid, extremely flexible, and the
whole is convenient and of good ap
pearance.—Popular Mechanics.

SMARTENING UP THE ENGINE
Of First Importance Is the Necessity
for Thorough Cleanliness Inside
as Well as Out.

Many well-kept cars are to be found
the reverse of'well-kept beneath the
bonnet Oil and dirt cover the crank
case and webs, the copper and brass
work are dull, ,and the cylinders ar$
rusty. With a little pains, however;
any one can make the power plant so
pretty that it seems a pity to hide it
under the bonnet The first thing is
a good cylinder paint. Some engines
are finished off with ordinary paint of
various colors, but these burn off and
darken in time, a dead black finish be
ing about the only one which can be
relied upon to retain its pristine ap
pearance. If time allows, the neatest
job is made by removing valve piugs
and induction pipes, so that these are
not splashed. About three coats
should be given, and these can all be
put on in an hour, if the engine is
warm at the time. These coats may
be repeated a week later, to make
sure of the finish being permanent. All
aluminum parts should be wiped clean
with a gasoline-soaked rag, and all
parts about the engine treated with
rouge paste, which, by the way, is bet
ter than any liquid cleaner for brass
work, especially if mixed with a
little methylated spirit. A couple of
hours thus spent will give ah engine
quite a slow finish, which finish will be
retained for a long while, thanks to
the protection of the bonnet.

OILING MUST BE THOROUGH
Matter That Each Driver Must Judge
for Himself, and the Subject Is
One of Importance.

Oiling through the fuel supply is by
no means new; in fact it has been
Detroit cycle car seating the riders common practice in the two-cycle ma
tandem type, which has wonderful ad-, rine motors for a good many years.,
vantages for rough road work and yet Furthermore, it is good practice even
is surprisingly sociable. The writer with the most modern motors of the
recently accomplished 45 miles an four-cycle type and even when the
hour in this car with ease. The car, most improved oiling systems are
due to the seating arrangement, is used. There is no rule for quantity,
fitted with wonderful springs, and is as what would suit one motor would
as comfortable at all speeds as a big ,-not do for 'another—this must be de
car. It is driven by an air-cooled mo termined by experiment. There is a
tor, which has plenty of excess power certainty of lubrication of the cylinder
for the work, and has a final belt walls and pistons, although of course
drive. Thousands of these cars will the oil coming through the gasoline
be seen on the streets within another cannot reach the crank shaft and con
year. The drawing shows the general necting rod bearings. The oil mixes
lines of the machine.
well with the gasoline at all times,
having no tendency to settle, and
passes through the carbureter readily.
Motor Car Supplants Woman.
It isn’t any more “Look for the It may be responsible, to some extent,
woman in the case” when a trusted however, for hard starting, particular
employe goes wrong, according to the ly in cold weather. In hot weather it
statement of a well known fidelity is most advisable to use the oil in
company. It’s “Look for the motor .this way.
car!” “As soon as it is reported to
Pedestrian Held in Right
us that an employe with a medium
The supreme court of Vermont in
salary, who is bonded by our com
pany, has bought an automobile, even Adams vs. Averill held tfiat where a
of the cheapest kind—we immediately defendant admitted that he was run
get busy,” said the president of this ning a heavy automobile through the
company. “The automobile in the crowded portion of a street at a speed
hands of a young man of small income of at least eight miles it could not be
is ten times worse as a tempter than held as a matter of law that he was
woman ever was. It seems to grip not negligent, but the question was for
its victim with a clutch that can’t be the jury. The court also ruled that
broken. Our records could tell stories where the plaintiff had passed the de
that would make fiction look tame fendant’s auto safely on her .way to
board a street cay, but was run down
in comparison,’’
. ’
when the defendant was trying to
avoid another pedestrian, her negli
Keep Passenger® Off Top of Doors.
If the car is full and you want to gence in failing to avoid the automo
take on another passenger, do not al bile would not bar her recovery.
low him to sit on the top of one of the
Ear Detects Motor Trouble.
doors. His doing so will strain the,,
The way the motor stops furnishes
hinges, and cause the door to touch
at the bottom and sides. This may to the accustomed ear an accurate in
result ever afterward in annoying dication of the source of the trouble.”
squeaks . from the door when the car When the stop comes suddenly, and
is driven, or it may break the hinges resembles that wfien the switch is
or crack the body where the ftnges opened, the trouble is in the ignition
are fastened. If the extra passenger system, and probably consists of a
won’t sit on somebody’s lap, have him short circuit dr a loose connection.
sit on the floor of the car, opening Missing in one cylinder may also be
the door and holding it so that it caused, by the same trouble, and by
dirty plugs.
will not slam about.

By FORBES DWIGHT.
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Perhaps the best description of Wil
liam Boles that can be given is to say
that his idea of a highly hilarious eve
ning was to spend it searching for
certain illusive Greek roots. That
perhaps gives a very proper idea of
the gentleman and renders it unneces
sary to mention his heavy-lensed tor
toise-shelled spectacles, his baggy
clothes, his absurd ties, and his air of
always having* something very im
portant on his mind.
Besides Greek roots there was one
thing worthy of mention' in William’s
rather austere and ascetic life; and'
that was a bow-legged undershot/ 70pound bulldog rejoicing in the highly
un-Hellenic name of Frazzles.
William Boles sat alone that, April'
evening in his study at the house of
his widowed sister with whom he;
boarded and who was inordinately
prpud of William’s bulging forehead
arid'his success with Greek roots. Fraz
zles was capering joyfully somewhereabout the yard below, and William
should have been on the trail of theusual Greek root. But instead he was
staring moodily at a bit of paper be
fore him. On the paper were sundry
lines, each beginning with a capital.
One would never have thought of the
austere William as breaking out into*
meterical thought; indeed, it surprised1
William as much as it would have hone
'any one else.
New neighbors had moved into the
house next door, and one of the saidnew neighbors—the daughter of the
house—had a most amazing pair of
Violet eyes. William had first noticed
them when he had seen her making
friends with Frazzles through the:
fence one day. They were most dis
turbing eyes.
William had known by certain all
too apparent sighs that he was rapidlydescending into paths of insanity, but
tonight the crowning climax of it all’
had come. He had written a poem, a
poem about her eyes—28 lines of soul
ful drivel in dambic hexameter.
“William, oh, William!” called his
sister’s voice from the hall below..
“Here’s Frazzles coming up to you.”
A moment later Frazzles was claw
ing vigorously at the door. William
opened it and in bounded 70-odd
pounds of animation, fresh from a>
romp with the girl next door. William
abstractedly watched him scurryingabout the study.
He stepped to/the table and picked!
up his recent assault upon prosody.
Her eyes were starry and liquid and*
like the stars and all the rest of it;
that was perfectly true, but that didn’t
make him any less a silly fool for writ
ing those, verses. What would she say
if she ever saw them?
He snatched ' them angrily up,
crumpled them in his hand and hurled
them to the floor.
“And that’s the end of that,”, said
William Boles, with flnalty.
Frazzles ceased growling at a has
sock and cocked an ear. When ths:
paper hit the floor he bounded for
ward. In another moment it was in>
his mouth.
“Here! Here, sir! Come here!’”
William commanded in his most dom
ineering voice. But Frazzles,, remem
bering many a gambol with an old*’
shoe in his mouth and William in pur
suit, bounded joyfully about the room,,
bolted down the stairs with the howl
ing William in pursuit, edged through
the front door, which was open, and
sped down the front path.
William went to the gate and whis
tled.
Then on the next porch he heard
words that fairly froze his blood.
“That’s the good Frazzles! Give
it to me! That’s the good old fellow!’”
William felt his knees giving way
beneath him. He had headed those
verses—headed them like a the senti
mental fool he was, he now remembered—“To Margaret’s Eyes.”
Quite involuntarily he whistled for
Frazzles again. ,
Footsteps sounded on that next!
porch. The vines were pushed aside.
She stood there looking over at them.
“Where you looking for Frazzles,.
Professor Boles?” she asked.
Every one called him “professor,”
although he was not a full-fledged
one as yet. It seemed so natural, and
so eminently fitting.
“No—er—yes—that is, is he there?”
he stammered miserably.
She leaned farther across the porch
railing.
<,
“He’s just brought me—what you
sent me,” said she.
“I didn’t send it,” he cried in an
guish. .
“You didn’t? Didn’t you write it?”
“Yes; I’ll have to admit I wrote it,
but I never intended you to see it”
“Oh,” she said in disappointment
“It’s such a lovely poem, too.”
William gripped the gateposts hard
er. Was she having covert fun with
him?
“I—I—good heavens, what do you
think of me?” he groaned.
There was a little embarrased
laugh.
“You’ve—you’ve flattered my eyes
awfully,” she said softly, “but—about
what I think of you—suppose you
come over and see.”
She had Frazzles in her arms. She
was burying her flushed5 face in his
ugly wrinkled face.-William Boles for
got there was such a thing as a Greek
root.
And for the first time in -his life
Frazzles found that one and the same
moment two of his staunchest friends
would pay no attention whatever to
him, despite all his frolicsome cavortings about them.
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We wish to call your attention to a line of remedies which we think will be
of porticular intefest to you. Toese are the Dr. Jackson Veterinary and^ Poultry
Remedies and arje plit up by the Mousarn Pharmaeeutidal-Co. -under thn personal
supervision of Dr. W, R. Jacksori, D. V S. of Sanford, who is recognized as one
of the leading geterinary surgeons of Maine. .
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The manufacturers of this
splendid timepiece know that no
watch, can stand the rough hand you.
ling a package, receives in the
mails and give satisfactory ser
vice afterward.
They also know that the jew
eler’s adjustment of a watch to
the buyer’s personality is nec- cessary ' if accurate service is
desired.
at 208 Main; Street
' So they limit: the sale of the
South Bend Watch to retail, jew
BI-DDEEORD - -MAINE
elers only.
Wè are agents for the South
Bend Watch. Come in and let Why send your Mail Orders to ,Chicago
us show them to you—you will
We b.ave the saine goodsand
like their trim stylish appearance
the same prices

Miss G. L. Garand

F, H. BARRETT
¿KENNEBUNK - MAINE 35 Per Cent Mobile Supply

JOHN F. DEAN
Dealer In

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
Î36 Main Street

BleW

Tel. 246-3

COMPANY ¡OF MAINE
W. E. Ricker, Mgr.
No 155 Park St; / Portland, Maine (
Our 1914 Catalogue is complete with
most everything for thé Automobile.
May we have the pleasure of mailing
you one?

- The opponents of the prohibitory law
make a great cry about the 'law being
in opposition to personal' liberty . Just
what constitutes “personal liberty” as
understood by our people? Certainly
we dp not intend to allow any per
sona? liberty to injure others at will.’
Personal liberty is a constitutional
right for every American citizen, but
that liberty relates only to the indivi
dual in such relations as will not intefere with the fights and liberties of
others.
*
’
Every man has a right to eat dr drink
what, he chooses. Also a man should
have the right to expose before the.
public, for their purchase,, all such foods
and drinks as are healthful and bene
ficial.
If any man desires to eat decayed
meat, he may not be denied that right.
If he desires to expose for sale’ such
decayed meat, properly prepared for
use 'as a fertilizer, there is no reason
for refusing him the. privilege. But
if he desires the right to sell rotted
meat to be eaten by his customers you
have no right to license him to do so.
.Rather he should be jailed. No one
would dare, contend that society has no
right to protest itself against purveyors of impure food, why not use the
same logic in relation to drinks?'
Liquors have never' done vany good to
any one when used as beverages; they
have always and everywhere/poisoned
and slain such as- continued their use.
The traffic in intoxicants 4s always-and
everywhere a bane to a coimmunity,
It must never be licensed.. Those who.
persist ip that traffic should be j ailed
The saloon is the school of vice 'and
crime, the principal cause < of poverty
and insanity. Their products are the
burden of the public, to be. provided for
at public expense—you foot the bills.
Personal liberty is not involved in the
■matter.
Saloonists say that the saloon only
gets the weaklings, that strong men
should not be restricted- in the oppor
tunity of securing their beer; , etc
Was Edgar Allen Poe a weakling? Was
Robert Burns a weakling?
Was
Daniel Webster a weakling? Liquor
came very near getting General Grant,
was he a weakling? Every reader can
recall the names of many, strong, bril
liant, promising men who have filled
early graves because the saloon keep
ers, : the brewers and-the distillers have
claimed their personal liberty to pro
duce, and expose for~ sale» that, which
has debauched manhood - and destroyed
life, all that they might gain.
Certainly- law does not make men
moral, but law can do much to aid'men
in their effort to be moral, and law can
surround men, with conditions that
make it more difficult for other men to
demoralize them, and , that is one of the
offices of law.:
Colliers Weekly once stated that it is
not drunkenness that is unforgiveable,
but the encouragement of drunkenness;
it is not vice that is intolerable, but the7
.’artificial stimulation of vice for profit.
The first step toward the elimination of
yiCe is to eliminate the man who makes
his profit out of it.
. One business of government, and an
important one, is to create conditions
favorable'to the development of sound'
bodies, healthy, clear minds', and pure,
and noble characters; and to destroy’all
of tho'se things that work injury to body,
mind or character. To this end it be
comes the duty 'of government to abate
that great; system which is so destruct
ive of these, namely, the liquor, system.
After that it is the;duty of the church,
the home and the citizen to do, what
more is needed.

( “Óur police courts are practically
idle. They say you can’t enforce pro
hibition. ■ Y ou can! Last week,, for the
first time in the history pf the state, a
grand jury adjourned without finding a
single offense worthy of indictment.”
§0 said Fred 0. Blue in an address in
-Memorial hall, ' Columbus, Ohio; re
cently. . Mr.; Blue declared that pro-,
hibition has • not hurt, business.
“Wheeling , has turned her brewery
into-a packing house,” he said, “and
it employs three times as many men as
it did. In Charleston the brewery has
become an ice-plant, ’ arid we aré to
have cheaper ice. One block in Wheel
ing wheife there were fourteen saloons
has seen every, one of thesafc places
rented for other bui^riess, some at ad
vanced rents. ;; A shoe dealer in that
block writes that his business has, in
creased 35 per cent since the city went
dry. ”
'
Mr. Blue declared that the great suc
cess of prohibition in West Virginia is
diie to the nature of the law, which is
so drastic that even physicians cannot
give a.prescription ¡for wine or whisky.
Big FREE Catalog is fall
of’ Bargains like this.
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buy groceries and other merchandise direct from us at\
aiig saving? We.protect your pocketbookyet givehighest quality and guarantee satisfaction or money back.’
Premium. Profit-Sharing Certificates increase your
savings. Start, the .saving today-write for Catalog No. 40
. “Reference: Federal Trust Co.,.Boston —-
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India Street
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SALE OF COATS
That Women, Misses and Children

Want Now !
Our buyer has just returned from market, bringing with her hundreds of high
grade Coats of unusual value.
Among them are scores of SAMPLE COATS

at prices which ought to move them quickly

Every coat sold carries with- it the Youland Co.’s
guarantee of satisfactson.
Bouclé, Zibeline, Hindu Lynx, Arabia, PresChinchilla, Cheviot, Broadcloth; Kersey,
............ •......................... " ’
------ Fancy Mixtures, etc., in almost every-conceiv
able style; including the popular Redingote model; at prices,

p «ya p o Jp

YV 0111 CH S

6.98,7.98, 8.98, 9.98, 10.98, 12.45
Upwards to 22.45

Children’s Coats

in all the favored materials and colorings;
at prices, $1.98,-$2.98, $3.98, $4.98, $5.98
upwards to $8.98.

Smartest of Fall Suits
FOR WOMEN AND..MISSES
of Serge, Gabardine, Broadcloth. Pebbled Cheviot, Diagonal
Poplin, Fancy Woolen, etc. , at prices

13.45; 14.85, 16.45, 18.45, 19.75

Upwards to 27.45

Cool Weather
Suggestions

New Millinery

Blanket^' of' cotton, wool finish also
wool in whife, tan, grey, Prices the
pair, 69c, 89c, 98c, $i.25f ^[.50, ^2.00
-upwards to $7.00.’

Hundreds oldifferent styles in black and colors

At Department Store Prices

Outing Flannel in ^ choice variety of
patterns and'colorings,, the yard,, 8 c
and ioc.
Underwear for Men— Shirts, Drawers, and Union Suits in
heavy, fleeced lined garments, wool
ajso cotton and wool-; shown in ecru,
natural also white. ' Prices 45'c, 79c,
$1.25, $1.50'upwards to $l3?50‘.

Knit Underwear for Women—
Vests, Pants, Union Suits; various
weaves, w'eights and styles in cotton
also wool, at price? 25c, 29c, 39c, 50c
59c, 62 I-2C, 75c, $100’upwards to
83.50 for silk and wool union suits
(Wrn. Carter make.,)'

Night gowns< for women, majde of
heavy outing flannel, best\ colorings.
Prices 50c, 59c, 750,98c, $1.25, $1.50,

from whicn to make a selection
Mannish -Hats- of felt with band and bow
Special at

79c

Untrimmed Velvet ' and Plush
Special at

98c

Hats

in black;

200 Black Velvet Hats in scores, of best shapes.
Special at

Plush hats' in the very- newest stylés
Special at

1.49

Untrimmed Plush Hats for children, in black, white
/ and all colors. Special at

98 c

Black Velvet Hats for/'children, trimmed with
' fancy satin ribbon band. Special at, L

98c

Children’s Black Velvet Hats with white silk under-.
.brim and trimmed with white fur. 'Special at

198

W. E. YOULAND CO
Biddeford,
Rose—Goodrich
Gerald Rose, of this town and Miss
Josephine Goodrich of Sanford, were
united iu marriage at the Baptist
church, Friday, October 30th, by the
Rev. F. L; Cann. The ceremony was
private not even the relatives of the
contracting parties being present.
Ernest Butland attended, the groom
and Miss Rubv Rose accompanied the
bride who was attractively gowned in
a tailored travelling suit and carried a
bouquet of chrysanthemums and roses.
After the-service the bridal party went
to Sanford where a reception, was hbld
at the home of the bride’s paredts. •
The young couple.will reside in this
town where- Mr. Rose has a position in
the G. W. Larrabee hardware store.

Maine

! tire summer in that great city. It also
• ran seven months in Chicago being/, the
I longest on record forthat city. It is a
Gladys Klark Company with ’Kenne I gripping arid realistic story of the
bunk’s favorite actress, “Miss Gladys j Canadian woods . and should appeal in
Klark,” herself,and a strong support I most effective manner to amusement
ing company, will appear at Mousarn lovers in this section of the,, country.
Opera house, one night only, next Mon Between the acts high class vaudeville
day, November 9th,. presenting for the , will be introduced, . Prices for this
.first time by this, company in this v°wn j en,gagemen|j-)e 25, 35 and 50 cents,
the latest arid best of all American Seats
" ' now oh
' sale
’ at_-Bowdoin
'
i - ’s Drug
dramas, “The Wolf,” with special Store.
scenery and elaborate electrical effects,
withuew and novel vaudeville features,
between, the acts. _ The play is byLthe
famous author, Eugene’ Walter.This
New, Lunch
plSy has the distinction of running' two
Biddeford
solid years in New York city being f the 301 Hain Street
GIVE US A CALL
only play that ever ran through an fen-

Gladys KI ark Company

AUERBACH’S

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
years, 4 months, and 12 days, Mrs.
The annual meeting of the Ladies’ past week, was able to be on the street
ed the Big Day at Sanford last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burke spent the Bridges was a native of Berwick. Be Circle met with Mrs. Timothy Higgins, Monday. His many friends will be
sides the husband six children are left Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Susie Gup- pleased, at his recovery.
INSURANCE
A unique bicycle trip was enjoyed by week-end at his mothers.
to
mourn the loss of a devoted wile and tiil was elected president, Mrs. Augusta
George Clark, with granddaughters
a group of boys Friday when C. F. Hos
Fidelity Phoenix Eire Ins. Co.
Miss Dorothy Taylor has been visiting mother. Funeral services will be held Getchell, vice-president; Mrs. Joseph
Florence and Arline Tripp, were Kenne
mer towed them to the Kittery Navy her aunt, Mrs. Nellie Day, for the last
American Central Ins. Co.
this afternoon (Wednesday). Interment Waterhouse, secretary• and treasurer. bunkport visitors Sunday.
yard with his motorcycle. Start was few days.
Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co.
in Ocean View cemetery.
The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Miss Elizabeth Dow, nurse for Mrs.
made from the post office square about
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Fred Burke and family and Mrs. Eliza Letner’s dog and pony show will give Albert Hatch the first Tuesday in
9 o’clock in.the morning and- the long
R. A. Fiske, visited a short time at her
Burke took an automobile trip to San exhibitions at the town hall tonight and December.
WELLS
ME.
line of coasters reached their desti
home Sunday.
ford last Saturday.
Thursday night.
Married in Anthony, Rhode Island,
nation shortly after 11 o’clock having
Arthur Eldridge, a post office em
Mrs. Elizabeth Titcomb intends to
Work is progressing rapidly on the Burton Morrill of Wells Depot and ployee , took a trip around Route I,
made the entire distance with almost no
leave
soon
for
Boston,
where
she
will
Miss Amy Bean, daughter of Dr. and Kennebunkport, one day last week.
two State roads that are being built.
delays. Lunches were soon “out of
sight” and then the fascinating tour of visit her daughter, Mrs. Mary Nichols.
A. B. Hatch attended the auction at Mrs. Fred Bean of Anthony. They
Nathaniel Billings lost a valuable
will reside in Boston, Mass.
Gertrude Irving and friend spent the Kennebunkport last Friday.
the many points of interest began.
LICENSED EMBALMER
horse last week. He found the horse
Two warships were in and Mr. Hosmer week-end at her fathers, F. M. Irving.
A Harvest supper was held Tuesday
in the morning cast in its stall with a and Furnishing Undertaker
secured permits for an inspection of
Master Wescott Merrow has gone to evening in the Grange hall under the
broken leg.
both vessels. One was the Des Moines visit his mother.
auspices of the Woman’s Relief Corps.
Edwin D. Seavey has just purchased
and the other the San Francisco. The
Over 60 people were at the supper which
a new seven passenger Studebaker car.
Tel. 42-3
I atter boat was in the mammoth dry
consisted of beaiis, cold meats,rolls, pie,
Mrs. W. J, Goodwin spent the week
Lester Hutchins has a new seven pas
dock for repairs so it gave the boys an
pudding and coffee.
After supper, end with her daughter, Mrs. Harland
senger Rambler car.
opportunity of seeing the whole of the
whist and dancing were enjoyed, Miss Collins at Somerville, Mass.
ship and also the dry dock itself. The
Howard Maling and family are mov
Arline Perkins of Ogunquit furnishing
Mrs. Charles M. Clark, teacher in ing to Sanford.
C. H. Cluff and Lyman W. Brown
San Francisco was especially interest
the music. .The committee in charge Division 16, attended the convention at
Lake Worth, South East Coast.
ing as it is a mine layer and the sailor spent Sunday at Wells Beach.
were Mrs. Hubbard, chairman; Mrs.
who was assigned to show the lads
Contractor Herman Sayward will soon Munroe, Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Kitteridge Portland last Thursday and Friday.
around explained in detail the method commence the construction of a house and Mrs. Sipple. The supper and social Mrs. Guy Chick and daughter Beatrice,
were the week-end guests of Orlando
of launching, the means of anchorage for Mrs. C. B. Brooks.
were a great success, the proceeds going Chick.
and the way they are exploded. The
A large party from here attended the to the Relief Corps.
At Moderate Cost.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Churbuck have
track holds 360 of the mines about 5 ft. Harvest supper at Thomas Halls,Thurs
Mr. Howard Maling and family are
gone to Boston for the winter. Miss moving to Sanford, where they have
high and costing $1000 apiece. The gun day evening.
Marjorie Grover of Dover, N. H., will bought out a restaurant.
which did most of the shooting at Vera
Miss Lottie Carle spent Sunday at her
occupy their house here.
Cruz was also on this battleship and home in East Waterboro.
Good Cheer Club meets Wednesday
was a center of interest. The signall
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
H.
Nason,
Mr.
and
with
Mrs. James Gault.
Flank Sayward of Wells was in town The school in Div. 4 was closed last
ing system was an eyeopener to the
Mrs. S. E. Littlefield and Miss Susie
Mr. Bradshaw has resigned his posi
Sunday.
Thursday and Friday for the teacher to Farnsworth are attending the Baptist
boys as they were shown flags which
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Witham of attend the Teachers convention in Port quarterly conference at Saco today, tion at the car barn.
could be used to talk with every nation
Mrs. Paul Benson is very ill with
land. This school is in a very prosper Tuesday.
of the earth besides the semaphore, Springvale was in town Sunday.
Maine
nervous trouble. We all hope for her Kennebunk Beach,
Edward Stimpson of Kennebunk spent ous condition this term every seat being
blinker and wireless means of inter
Lorenzo Hurtle of Kennebunkport is speedy recovery.
Having decided on going to Florida I
filled. v
course. The guiding of the great gun Sunday with Harry Chadbo.urne.
working for C. H. Clark.
Mr. Elmer Meserve has purchased offer for sale small hotel and ’store also
boats was also explained and the scien Rev. Mr. Hide, has bought a saddle
Mrs. H. B- Littlefield and little Eu
poultry,
vega sable and small fruit farm
Last Thursday evening the ladies of a new horse.
gene were in Berwick last Friday,
tific methods of aiming and fireing the horse.
at Kennebunk Beach.
the
Baptist
circle
held
a
harvest
supper
big guns. Altogether it was a rare
Miss Frances Norton is away on a
Miss Susy Clough and Miss Marian
C. -H. Cluff called on friends in Saco
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
visit with friends.
treat and the fine ride home in the after Monday.
Tebbetts of New Gloucester, Me., spent
noon completed a day which will not
The local sportsmen are quite busy Gowen. A bountiful supper was served Saturday and Sunday at C. W. B.
Mrs. Wilson of Portsmouth, N. H., is since “the law came off” on deer, in and the evening greatly enjoyed by all
D. LIVINGSTONE MURRAY
soon be forgotten.
Clough’s
present.
About
nine
dollars
was
added
visiting at Mrs. George Emery.
this section they are quite numerous
The Halloween celebration was some
Physician and Surgeon
Mr. George Stone and family will
to the circle treasury.
many having been seen but few shot.
what dissapointing owing to the danger
occupy the home of Miss Bertha Smith
Special attention given to all diseases
One crack shot went out for deer and
of fire which caused the big bonfire to
this winter.
of the lungs.
came home with a pole-cat.
be barred and because a large number
Dr. Hanson and family have moved OFFICE IN ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
who had registered floats and other at
Capt. George Thomas of Ogunquit
to Biddeford for the winter.
Telephone connection. Night calls
Mrs. W. C. Lapierre, with her dau was at his old home a few days. After
tractive features did not complete
promptly answeYed.
ghter
Doris,
visited
her
sister.
Mrs.
them thinking the night was going to
his next trip he hopes to go to Colorado
Mrs. Ivory Ross of Biddeford visited
be too cold for much fun. It turned William Sawyer of Farmington. N. H., to spend the rest of the winter with his at the home of her parents, Mr. and
a
part
of
last
week.
out to be an ideal evening and many re
wife and sons.
BIG
Mrs. D. W. Hadlock, Sunday.
Mrs. Walter Pierce of Peabody, Mass,
gretted their “cold feet” too late. The
The weather has been ideal here this
Pauline
Benson
has
been
the
week-end
big flagship float took the cake and it has been spending a few days at the Fall so much so that there are still some
Mrs.. Dora Hartigan and daughter
guest of Miss Adena Austin of York.
was a surprise to all who lined the home of her father, Arthur W. Nunan. families at the beach here.
Lillian, of Lawrence, Mass., ,were re
The
visit
was
much
enjoyed.
streets. For several days it had been
This beach seems to be increasing in
cent visitors at Mrs. Alec Marsh’s.
Mrs. Walter Deinstadt visited friends
J. B. Mitchell has returned from his
in the course of construction and much in Biddeford last week, taking an auto popularity each year; where a few
IS NOW GOING ON
Harry Chapman, recently returned
credit is due Harry Littlefield, John trip from that place into neighboring years ago there was only a barren shore hunting trip to Carrabassett. He re from a hunting trip down east and
Darvill, Richard Crediford and Mearle states.
now is quite a summer colony besides ports a fine time and was fortunate in brought home a fine deer.
securing a doe which was enjoyed in
Libby for the success of the plan.
Quite a fire was discovered to be in some on the main or state road.
The Sunday school of the Methodist
Everything being sold at
Frank Warren acted as ship musician progress about 5:30 Monday afternoon
Two parties from Penn, were here a camp with the exception of some fine
church
have sent a large box of presents
steak
which
Mrs.
R.
A.
Fiske
is
enjoy

and furnished time for the youthful but when it was located on Stage Island short time ago looking-for a site for a
for the
“Christmas ship” which less than cost.
squad of guards which accompanied no alarm was given as no damage could summer home. A spot on Bourne Ave. ing.
sails
for
Europe,
Nov. 10.
the boat. Ellsworth Emmons, Hobart result.
was talked of also one or two old home Charles Leech has kindly given, our
Come and pay us a visit.
Kilgore and Arthur Saunders took sec
steads in good condition were talked of mail carrier the loan of his colt, one of John Brown, of Lawrence, Mass.,
Miss
Marion
Emmons
and
Miss
Lettia
has
been
a
visitor
in
town.
ond prize with a decora'tod horse and
if one could be bought and modernized. Mr. Hadlock’s horses being lame. The
two wheel cart. The rest of the parade Lapierre are employed at the Town We hope they will be successful in their kindness is much appreciated by Mr.
Jessie Junkins is reported more com
House
waiting
room,
begining
their
was mostly made up of individuals in
fortable.
quest as this part of the towu has im Hadlock.
different kinds of masquerade, Jack- work there this week.
mense possibilities in this line.
Clifton Thyng is enjoying a two
Francis Chick, Mrs. Chick, and daugh
Miss Angie Tribler of Monhegan is a
o’-lanterns, red fire, flashlights, et<A
ter, Edna May, Mrs. Ernest Benson and weeks’ vacation.
giving the line of march a picturesque guest at the home of Capt. R. J. Nunan.
daughter, Mrs. Edna Seavey, take an
The portable mill has finished sawing
effect.
Miss Albert Brown of Annisquam,
auto trip to Portland this week.
on the E. I, Littlefield lot. Mr. Hig
The employed boys club meets to Mass., has been visiting Mrs. Frank
Walter Goodrich for along time fore gins and family have moved to Provi
223 Main Street
morrow night, the high school club Hutchins, Sr.
A harvest supper was field at the man of the electric road who has been dence, R. I.
Friday noon and the grammar schoo
Miss Sadie M. Nunan entertained a Christian church last Saturday evening very sick the past week, went to Bos There was a masked Halloween party
club Friday night.
few young friends, giving a cobweb from 5 to 8 o’clock, under the auspices ton with his brother Herbert, Monday, at the home of Harland Waterhouse,
party last Friday evening In the con of the Ladies’ Aid Society. A bounti for treatment. All hope for his speedy last Friday evening. It was enjoyed
test of authors and their, works, George ful supper was served and a large num recovery.
by the young people in this vicinity.
.Sinnett and Miss Jennie Burnham were ber were present.
Joseph H. Benson is on the sick list.
Mrs. E. I. Littlefield remains about
the successful contestants. Light re Mr. Ed. Emery of Sanford will speak
Dr.
Merrill, who has been sick the the same at this writing.
Lowest Rates on all MagThe new pastor of the Adventist freshments were .served and the even at the Methodist church next Sunday
azines
ing
was
pleasantly
spent
by
the
young
Church, Rev. Isaac M. Terry is greatly
morning.
people.
pleased over the good attendance at the
Special Clubbing Offers
Frank Keen^ returned Monday from
prayer meetings of the church, and at
Little Evelyn Sinnett entertained a a hnnting trip down east with' two deer.
Will Quote Price on any
the real old fashioned spirit felt in them, party of children Tuesday afternoon, Jim Miller of Wells went with him,
the social services usually being the the occasion being her birthday. Each
List
barometer of the spiritual condition of one remembered their little friend with
Write For Prices
a church. Next Sabbath pastor Terry some birthday gift, and had a most hap
will speak on “Essential Unity of py time.
FRANK O; MARINER
Christian Believers.” All persons of
The Semper Paratus Club held their
Sanford
Maine
Mrs. Joseph Waterhouse, Miss Louise
any denorhination will be welcomed at first meeting which Miss Lillian Huff on
CORN
COMP’ND
SUGAR
ONIONS
these services.
Tuesday evening, electing officers and Waterhouse and Miss Lucy J. Jacobs
Mr. W. P. Hewey left town Monday attending to other business of the Club.- attended the State Convention of
10c value
LARD
16 lbs.
per peck
for Boston where he has a position in The remainder of the time was spent in Teachers at Portland, Thursday and
4 cans 25c 20 lbs. $1.65
the electrical department of Hood’sDis- a social way, light refreshments were Friday.
$1.00
20c
I. M. Mower, D. D., of Waterville,
tributing House.
served, and a most pleasent evening
Me,, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. L,
Mr. Herbert Sprague has returned spent.
MEATS, GROCERIES and PROVISIONS
Hr Stevens, Monday and Tuesday.
home after a two week’s visit with his
Roll
of
honor,
School
Div.*
9/
Lucy
sister Mrs. Eugene Taylor of Roxbury.
J. Jacobs teacher. Month ending Oct.
Joseph G. S. Robinson has returned
30th, ’14. Perfect in attendance.
to his work at Clinton, Mass., after a
Atlee B. Lawrence
short visit with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Spiller of Rochester, N.
Karl P. Hilton
Mrs. C. H. Robinson.
H., is visiting her father, H. S. Moul Edward D. Hutchins
Mr. E Imer Shuffleburg and family ton.
SylvinaJ. Hutchins
have moved from the Port into Mr.
Mrs. Charles Bridges is very ill at Susan P. Hutchins
Quint’s house on the old road.
her home, suffering from gall stones.
Agnes V. Matthews
Mr. C. M. Boothbay and wife started
Ida M. Matthews
W. J. Storer, who was recently ap
WE ARE SHOWING THE MOST COMPLETE
Saturday for their win ter home in pointed postmaster, assumed his new
Gertrude A. Matthews
LINE OF DINING ROOM FURNITURE
Florida.
Harry P, Matthews
duties Monday morning. The office is
C. Clifford S. Matthews
now in the Storer store, opposite its
Viola M. Phillips
former location and Mr. Storer has had
Considering quality—our prices cannot
Louis E. Sayward
the left side of his main room newly
Leslie M. White
fitted up in the latest approved fashion.
be beaten—Our assortment of
Bert Day and family and Herman There are 118 boxes in all, 96 of the Absent one-half day only.
Walker and family took an automobile call variety with glass fronts and 32
Alice E. Ricker
trip to Portsmouth, where they spent with combination locks. Money order
Evelyn C. Ricker
the week end.
There will be a harvest supper at the
and general delivery windows have been
Harry Knights killed a hog, weighing provided and the entire office is ar Baptist vestry under the auspices of
475 pounds, one day last week.
ranged in a manner to both facilitate the Ladies’ Circle, Friday evening,
The Halloween party at the Grange the handling of mails and service to November 6th. Admission 15 cents.
hall was a success, every one had lots of the patrons. Miss Davis who assisted All are cordially invited.
fun, and over twenty dollars was taken. Miss Rankin in the old office will assist
Mrs. Jessie Blair Ifft here Saturday
Mrs. Guy Chick and daughter Beatrice Mr. Storer for a time at least.
morning for Orlando, Fla., where she
spent Sunday with her aunt, Mrs. Mar
William Pitts sold a pair of oxen to will spend the winter.
cia Perkins of Wells Branch.
John Hatch and wife, who have been
E. I. Littlefield last Saturday.
Why can’t you own one of onr Dining Room Sets at these prices? We can show
Mrs. J. R. Taylor spent Monday with
James Miller returned from a hunting spending the summer at Orr’s Island
have
returned
to
their
winter
home
Mrs. Mary Smith.
you how to save on buying furniture for the home
trip down east, Monday, bringing ‘ two
here.
A dance is to be given by the Grange deer with him.
at the Alewive Grange Hall, Thursday
Mrs Frank Baker was the guest of
Miss Alice Rankin, who has been post
evening, Nov. 12. Everyone is cordially mistress for the past 12 years, concluded Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Leavitt in Somer
ville, Mass., during^the past week.
invited to attend.
her duties last Monday.
Miss M. Ellen Smith and mother ex Alice N., wife of Charles H. Bridges,
Mrs. Simon Hatch visited friends in
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs and Draperies
pect to move to the village for the win died at her home here Monday evening the eastern part of the state last week.
ter, very soon.
Atkinson Block, Biddeford
Atkinson Block, Saco
Miss M. Evelyn Lord of Dorchester
after a lingering illness during which
Quite a number from this place attend she had been a great sufferer, aged 40 ( visited friends here last week.
j
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